Maximising the
might of middleware
How Advisers can use middleware to
deliver Auto Enrolment services to clients

Brain wave!
Middleware is the brains behind Auto Enrolment.
It plans how you will manage the introduction of a
scheme, calculates contributions and ensures that
you and your clients comply with scheme duties.
Middleware is the system that links HR and payroll systems with
pension providers and administrators. Without middleware you
will be less able to provide a complete client service experience
as there will be elements of the enrolment process that they
will need to seek elsewhere. And elsewhere they will go, as
employers are looking to their Advisers for their support during
the arrival of Auto Enrolment.
The next page explains the role of middleware in more detail
and the various elements of the process it can manage for you.
It’s one single system; one set of processes and one client
service proposition that can be delivered again and again.
eAsE, one of the UK’s leading Auto Enrolment middlewares,
helps you manage the process of Auto Enrolment from start
to finish. The system is easy to use, web-based and cost
effective – specifically built for Advisers to help you maximise
the great Auto Enrolment opportunity.
To find out more or book a demonstration please contact
a member of our team using the details below.

Telephone: 020 7648 9990
Email: info@enrolwithease.com
@AutoEnroleAsE

The role of middleware
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Communications

Issue statutory letters, forms
– client branded if required

Automation

Replicate enrolment scenario
processes for multiple clients

Visibility

Access granted to employees
to view their pension online

Assessment

Clarify which employees will
qualify for Auto Enrolment

Opt ins / outs

Manage refunds of those who
opt out and those who opt in

Data validation

Prepare necessary reporting on
behalf of The Pensions Regulator

Contributions

Manage contribution levels
and ongoing expenditure

Processes

Pre-set recurring processes
such as re-enrolment

Compliance

Help employers comply
with their obligations

Auto Enrolment goes live!
By facilitating the steps above you will ensure that your client is now ‘Enrolment ready’. All that you need to do then
is submit your client’s data file to their chosen provider. Many providers enable you to enrol a scheme online, via
a simple application and upload tool, meaning that you will be able to setup a scheme within a matter of minutes.

